
ready–made saunas





ready–made 
saunas
At Saunum, we are redefining the quality of the new era sauna. 

The combination of the skillful work of sauna masters, high-

quality materials, and state-of-the-art sauna technology 

ensures a uniquely healthy sauna climate and a deeply 

relaxing full-body sauna experience. 

durability & high quality
Thermowood cladding and A-class interior materials,  

modern technological solutions, experienced carpenters.

environmentally friendly
Sustainable materials and efficient production with  

minimal waste.

customizable
Colour, material, design options and technological features  

to choose from. Tailor-made projects available.

balanced sauna climate
Saunum’s unique sauna technology with patented  

air-blending system.

easy to move
Special hooks to lift with a crane, but also  

movable with forklift.

made in estonia



our story

uniquely authentic
The story of SAUNUM is based on nostalgia – the gentle heat of a 100-year-old smoke 

sauna. Inspired by such a vivid memory and feeling, I wanted to create a similar sauna 

at my home in the city. Equipped with my knowledge as a thermal engineer, I set out to 

redesign and rediscover the classical sauna.

I want everybody to enjoy the sauna experience and receive pleasure from all aspects 

a perfect sauna can offer.

Andrus Vare



innovation

patented 
air-blending system
Saunum’s patented air-blending system traps scorching steam that rises near the ceiling of the sauna 

and mixes it with cooler, more oxygen-rich air near the floor, equalizing the heat and steam throughout 

the sauna. This ensures a more even temperature of the steam, and the oxygen enriched steam makes 

it easier to breathe. More water may be ladled onto the rocks of the heater to produce richer, more 

luxurious steam, resulting in more intense sweating.



a relaxing sauna and 
spa in your home garden

saunum 
aircube 
series
In a Saunum sauna, you can enjoy a completely new steam 

experience and a relaxing five-in-one home spa solution. 

The mild steam mixed with soft, oxygen-rich air makes 

breathing easier. The five-in-one home spa solution allows 

you to turn a classic Nordic sauna into a sauna enriched 

with salt ions, humid-steam rich sauna, a mild relaxation 

sauna, and an aroma sauna. 

With the Leil control unit, it is very easy to control the 

heater and the sauna climate device – you can heat the 

sauna and adjust the climate with just a few taps of the 

touch screen or your smart device. In any case, the sauna, 

with its Nordic design, is an elegant gem in your home 

garden.



Five-In-One
Home Spa

Traditional  
Steam

Milder  
Longer-Lasting  

Steam

Improved  
Breathing  
Comfort

No Cold 
Feet

Suitable  
for the  

Whole Family 



Photos are illustrative! Wood is a living material, and each board is unique.

SAUNUM AIRCUBE ONE

minimalist 
appearance, 
relaxing  
interior

External dimensions (depth x width x height) 240x280x248 cm

Capacity standard I-shaped stage 4–5 people

Capacity optional L-shaped stage 4–5 people



Photos are illustrative! Wood is a living material, and each board is unique.

SAUNUM AIRCUBE SPACE

modern 
design, 
modern 
features

External dimensions (depth x width x height) 240x280x248 cm

Capacity standard I-shaped stage 4–5 people

Capacity optional L-shaped stage 4–5 people



SAUNUM AIRCUBE TERRACE

sauna and 
home spa 
with terrace

Photos are illustrative! Wood is a living material, and each board is unique.

External dimensions (depth x width x height) 280x240x248 cm

Capacity standard I-shaped stage 3–4 people

Capacity optional L-shaped stage 3–4 people



saunum aircube series

technical 
information

Outdoor cladding Thermo-pine, hidden fixings

Front Windows and door with wooden frames (RAL 8017)

Glass Double, tempered

Door handle Natural oak/stainless steel

Door Self-closing door, lock included

Base beams Impregnated wood

Insulation Mineral wool

Vapor barrier Foil

Wind barrier Wind barrier membrane

Roof
Protan SE 1,2 mm (PVC), resistant to high and low temperatures,  
durable when exposed to UV light

Lights 4 interior LED lights + outdoor LED lights

Forced ventilation, floor drain system, gutter, roof tiles

Weight ~1700 kg

STANDARD SET INCLUDES:

Exterior finish Black

Glass Clear

Interior finish Alder

Bench, backrest I-shaped

Floor grate Alder

Lighting LED strips behind the backrest (up/down) and under the benches

EXTERIOR FINISH

GLASS

INTERIOR FINISH

BLACK

GREY

ANTHRACITE

BRONZE

ALDERLIGHT GREY

CLEAR

THERMO-
ASPEN



technical drawings
SAUNUM AIRCUBE ONE
External dimensions (depth x width x height) 
EU 240x280x248 cm
US 210x280x248 cm (6.89x9.19x8.14 ft)

TAILOR-MADE SAUNAS
If you have your own sauna design in mind, let us know.
We are more than happy to build your dream sauna and home spa!

EXTRAS
Colour, material, design options and technological features to choose from:

VERTICAL SIDE WINDOW

HORIZONTAL SIDE WINDOW

HORIZONTAL BACK WINDOW

Exterior finish Anthracite, light grey

Glass Grey, bronze

Interior finish Thermo-aspen

Floor grate Thermo-aspen

Bench, backrest L-shaped

Lighting Interior LED lights that are dimmable to create a suitable atmosphere

Sound 2 speakers (Bluetooth)

Windows Can be added to the back wall or side wall

Heater Saunum Experience, Saunum Spa Session

Control unit Saunum Leil, Saunum Leil Plus or Saunum Leil Mobile

For the aroma sauna A set of Saunum sauna oils



SAUNUM AIRCUBE SPACE
External dimensions (depth x width x height) 
EU 240x280x248 cm
US 210x280x248 cm (6.89x9.19x8.14 ft)

SAUNUM AIRCUBE TERRACE
External dimensions (depth x width x height) 
EU 280x240x248 cm
US 215x280x248 cm (7.05x9.19x8.14 ft)

VERTICAL SIDE WINDOW

VERTICAL SIDE WINDOW

HORIZONTAL SIDE WINDOW

HORIZONTAL SIDE WINDOW

HORIZONTAL BACK WINDOW

HORIZONTAL BACK WINDOW



saunum 
classic
If you’re looking for a modern and minimalistic „plug-and-

play“ sauna house for your backyard, Saunum Classic is 

just what you need. Blending classic style with gorgeous 

materials, functional Nordic design and the skilled work 

of Saunum‘s master craftsmen, a high-quality sauna 

experience is guaranteed.

Add in the Saunum heater with its unique climate device, 

and your sauna will be transformed into a tranquil 5-in-

1 home spa that delivers an unprecedented steam 

experience. When mixed with soft, oxygen-rich air, the 

steam becomes milder, making it much easier to breathe 

so you can simply relax as you enjoy the classic steam 

sauna experience or choose between a salt-ion sauna, 

a mild steam-rich sauna, a relaxing sauna or an aroma 

sauna.



Five-In-One
Home Spa

Traditional  
Steam

Milder  
Longer-Lasting  

Steam

Improved  
Breathing  
Comfort

No Cold 
Feet

Suitable  
for the  

Whole Family 



SAUNUM CLASSIC

classic styling 
functional 
nordic design

Photos are illustrative! Wood is a living material, and each board is unique.

External dimensions (depth x width x height) 210x240x248 cm

Capacity 3–4 people



saunum classic sauna

technical information
INCLUDED IN THE STANDARD SET:

Exterior finish Anthracite

Exterior cladding Finely sawn spruce

Glass shade Clear

Glass type Double glazed, tempered

Interior Alder

Bench and backrest I-shape

Lighting LED strips behind backrest and beneath upper bench

Flooring PVC

Door Glass

Base beams Impregnated timber

Weight ca 1250 kg

EXTRAS
Colour, material, design options and technological features to choose from:

Exterior finish Light grey, black

Interior finish Thermo-aspen

Glass Grey, bronze

Lighting Interior LED lights that are dimmable to create a suitable atmosphere

Sound 2 speakers (Bluetooth)

Bench skirt Alder, thermo-aspen

Floor grate Alder, thermo-aspen

Rainwater system Black

Heater Saunum Experience, Saunum Spa Session

Control unit Saunum Leil, Saunum Leil Plus or Saunum Leil Mobile

For the aroma sauna A set of Saunum sauna oils

EXTERIOR FINISH

GLASS

INTERIOR FINISH

BLACK

GREY

ANTHRACITE

BRONZE

ALDERLIGHT GREY

CLEAR

THERMO-
ASPEN



Try different settings and steam intensities to turn  
your sauna into a home spa.

Classic Nordic sauna
Temperature 60 °C–100 °C
The climate regulating system: speed level 1

Humid steam-rich sauna
Temperature 45 °C–60 °C
The climate regulating system: speed level 2 or 3
The lower the temperature and the higher the 
speed of the climate regulating system, the more 
steam is generated when throwing water on a 
heater.

The mild, relaxing sauna
Temperature 40 °C–55 °C
The climate regulating system: speed level 1  
Perfect if you prefer a softer, more humid sauna.

Sauna enriched with salt ions 
Temperature 40 °C–100 °C
The climate regulating system: speed level 1  
The salt spheres added to the climate device 
work at any temperature, if the sauna climate 
device is switched on.

Aroma sauna
Temperature 40 °C–90 °C
The climate regulating system: speed level 1  
Replace one of the salt spheres with an aroma 
bowl, add some Saunum aroma oil into it and 
enjoy!

perfect experience with saunum heaters

relaxing 5-in-1  
spa solution



Aromatherapy

therapeutic aroma oil 
mixed with steam
Add another layer of sensory pleasure with 
the aromatherapy system, which mixes sauna 
essential oil aromas within the steam. It is a 
healthy alternative to burning aromatic oil on 
the hot stones.

Health

enriching the air  
with salt ions
With Saunum’s patented method of enriching 
the air with salt ions, the salt ions from the 
natural salt spheres added to the sauna 
climate device are infused into the circulating 
air to reach the skin and respiratory tract. Salt 
aerosol is a valued as a decongestant used 
for reducing inflammation and possesses 
antimicrobial properties. Salt therapy is a 
popular treatment for asthma, bronchitis, 
pneumonia, sinusitis and provides relief of 
respiratory difficulties in children and adults.

Five-In-One
Home Spa

Traditional  
Steam

Milder  
Longer-Lasting  

Steam

Improved  
Breathing  
Comfort

No Cold 
Feet

Suitable  
for the  

Whole Family 



saunumsauna saunumsauna saunum saunum

revolution in sauna 
technology www.saunum.com
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